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Abstract
Degradation or failure events in optical backbone networks affect the service level agreements for cloud services. It is critical to detect and troubleshoot these events promptly to minimize their impact. Existing telemetry systems rely on arcane tools (e.g., SNMP) and vendor-specific controllers to collect optical data, which affects both the flexibility and scale of these systems. As a result, they fail to collect the required data on time to detect and troubleshoot degradation or failure events in a timely fashion. This paper presents the design and implementation of OpTel, an optical telemetry system that uses a centralized vendor-agnostic controller to collect optical data in a streaming fashion. More specifically, it offers flexible vendor-agnostic interfaces between the optical devices and the controller and offloads data-management tasks (e.g., creating a queryable database) from the devices to the controller. As a result, OpTel enables the collection of fine-grained optical telemetry data at the one-second granularity. It has been running in Tencent’s optical backbone network for the past six months. The fine-grained data collection enables the detection of short-lived events (i.e., ephemeral events). Compared to existing telemetry systems, OpTel accurately detects 2× more optical events. It also enables troubleshooting of these optical events in a few seconds, which is orders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction
Cloud service providers, such as Google, Microsoft, and Tencent, have embraced the approach of setting up as many data centers as possible across metro areas \([6,20,21,23,26,38]\). Such an approach enables cloud providers to physically get closer to the end-users, which in turn enables a wide range of applications with diverse bandwidth and latency requirements \([29,45]\). The optical backbone network that interconnects these geographically distributed data centers is critical for ensuring reliable exchange of terabits of data every day \([2,3,24,25,27]\). Under the hood, the optical backbone network is composed of optical hardware (e.g., optical transponders, amplifiers, wavelength (de-)multiplexers), and fiber cables. Degradation or failure of any of these components (i.e., optical events) would degrade the inter-DC connectivity, which in turn affects the service level agreements (SLAs) for cloud services \([5,18,20,49]\). Therefore, to improve the reliability and availability of the optical backbone network, it is critical to promptly detect and troubleshoot optical events.

Unfortunately, existing telemetry systems are not designed for such fast-paced detection and troubleshooting of optical events. More concretely, they collect sampled or aggregated data from optical devices. Such coarse-grained data is not suited for either detecting short-lived optical events or troubleshooting related optical events to various stakeholders (i.e., application developers, data center tenants, etc.). Figure 1(a) illustrates the limitations of existing telemetry systems. Here, when a customer reports degradation in the quality of experience for video streaming service (e.g., rebuffering), attributable to a short-lived optical event lasting few tens of seconds. The network operator that looks at the telemetry data collected by the existing telemetry systems at the 15-minute granularity cannot detect or troubleshoot such a short-lived optical event. The current telemetry systems are slow in detecting and troubleshooting the more disruptive persistent events as well. Network operators need to query data from multiple vendor-specific controllers to stitch a holistic view of the underlying network, which is tedious and prone to errors. Our analysis of the trouble tickets dataset shows that it takes hours to days to troubleshoot the optical hardware failures. Though we witnessed the development of various network telemetry systems, such as Sonata \([19]\), Marple \([33]\), PathDump \([42]\), OmniMon \([22]\), etc., that offer packet-level network streaming analytics at scale, they are not suited for diagnosing degradation or failure events in optical networks.

The limitations of the existing telemetry systems are attributable to three key factors. First, the optical backbone network uses devices from multiple vendors (i.e., vendor-free optical systems in § 2.1), and the current telemetry systems develop interfaces for vendor-specific controllers to ac-
access the optical data. Though vendor diversity is critical for cloud providers to deter vendor monopolies and avoid concurrent failures, fragmented design of existing telemetry systems is undesirable. It inhibits accessing optical data directly or extracting a consistent network view. Second, the existing telemetry systems rely on arcane tool, i.e., SNMP, to collect data from different devices. SNMP performs various data-management tasks, such as creating a local MIB database \cite{35}, supporting read and write operations to this database, etc., locally on the optical devices. Both faster reads (queries) and writes to this database will cause higher CPU usage. Given the limited resources at the device, it is not possible to query this data at higher frequencies with the SNMP protocol. Third, the vendor-specific controllers run on physical servers with fixed compute and memory resources. Such inelastic resource allocation for the existing telemetry pipelines creates multiple bottlenecks with the increasing number of optical devices or data-collection frequencies.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of OpTel (Figure 1(b)), an optical telemetry system for optical networks. The proposed system offers direct access to optical data in a vendor-agnostic manner and offloads data-management tasks from the optical devices to cloud-based controllers that can easily scale with network size and collection frequency. We highlight the salient feature of the proposed system below.

**Vendor-agnostic centralized control.** OpTel shunts away vendor-specific controllers and replaces them with a single centralized controller that directly interfaces with optical devices in a vendor-agnostic manner. To enable such a vendor-agnostic design, we develop a standardized model for optical devices. This device-level model consists of two essential parts: logic and data model. Here, the logic model identifies key components common across devices from different vendors and standardizes their workflow. The data model specifies the configurable parameters for each component.

**Streamline telemetry pipeline at optical devices.** OpTel replaces SNMP (pull-based) protocol with a “push-based” telemetry pipeline. More concretely, it offloads the compute-intense data-management tasks from the optical devices to cloud-based controllers, with access to an elastic pool of resources. Such streamlining of the telemetry pipeline offloads resource-intense operations to the cloud, enabling OpTel to collect fine-grained optical data at higher frequencies from resource-constrained optical devices. The telemetry pipeline at optical devices consists of the following key parts: telemetry manager, telemetry agent, cache, and aggregator. Here, the telemetry manager interfaces with the centralized controller and is responsible for receiving configurations from the controller and configuring other parts. The telemetry agent reads data from different modules and stores them into the local cache. The aggregator is responsible for pushing the data in the cache to the centralized controller.

The rest of the paper presents the background and motivation in Section 2, details the design and implementation in Section 3. We demonstrate how OpTel enables collecting fine-grained telemetry data at the one-second granularity and how such a dataset empowers network operators to promptly detect and troubleshoot optical events, both persistent and ephemeral, in Section 4. We have been running OpTel in Tencent’s optical backbone network for the past six months. We report our experience of collecting and analyzing the telemetry data at scale. Notably, we demonstrate that access to such fine-grained data enables us to establish temporal relationships between different optical events.

## 2 Background and Motivation

We first provide an overview of the optical backbone network (§ 2.1). We then discuss why existing telemetry systems fail to promptly detect and troubleshoot optical events (§ 2.2).

### 2.1 Optical Backbone Network

The optical backbone network interconnects different data center sites, carrying terabytes of traffic each day. Figure 2 zooms-in into a specific link (i.e., an optical transport system) interconnecting two data center sites. Each link consists of an optical line system (OLS) and multiple optical transponder units (OTUs). Each OTU receives the electrical signal from the data center router (DR), and converts it into a specific wavelength, called an optical channel, and vice versa. When router ports have a lower capacity than the optical channel, the OTU encapsulates and multiplexes multiple router ports onto the channel.

The OLS contains two optical segments, one for each direction of network traffic. Each segment carries multiple optical channels, with wavelength division multiplexing/demultiplexing (MUX/DMUX) combining/splitting these channels and booster amplifier (BA) at the transmitting end and preamplifier (PA) at the receiving end. Segments also have in-line amplifiers (LAs) that amplify the signal in the optical domain to deal with long-haul transmission loss. Each part of the segment is called a span. As a special case, segment yields span if the OLS does not have LA. Optical Supervisory
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**2.2 Monitoring Optical Backbone Network**

Any degradation or failure events in the optical backbone network can affect the SLAs for various cloud services. Thus, it is critical for network operators to promptly detect and diagnose such optical events, which in turn requires collecting fine-grained optical data from the underlying optical devices at high frequency. The existing telemetry systems are not designed to support such intense data-collection requirements. We identify three key factors that inhibit existing telemetry systems to scale flexible data collection.

**Highly fragmented design.** The control plane for most optical backbone networks is highly fragmented as it relies on vendor-specific controllers to manage individual devices. The existing telemetry systems inherited this fragmented design, where a centralized controller interfaces with vendor-specific controllers to collect the required telemetry data. Such a fragmented design inhibits flexible and direct access to fine-grained optical data at scale. Each vendor-specific subsystem implements its workflow to collect the data from individual devices, affecting how frequently each subsystem reports the telemetry data. Additionally, the data schemas across vendors are different, which further inhibits supporting a consistent representation of the collected data.

To illustrate the impact of each of these factors, we use the metric, *polling delay*, which measures the difference in time when the centralized controller sends the poll request to vendor-specific controllers and when it receives the requested data. We have performed the measurement studies of two subsystems provided by vendor 1 and vendor 2. For confidentiality, we omit the vendor name. We observe it takes about 3 minutes and 7 minutes to complete the collection of 5 indicators from vendor 1 and vendor 2 respectively. Here, each indicator represents the type of data, such as SNR, Q-factor, etc., collected from the devices. The difference in polling delay across two vendors is attributable to an artifact of different data-collection workflow each applied within its subsystem. Such high variance in polling delays across different vendors makes it hard for network operators to extract a consistent (synchronized) view of the network, affecting their ability to troubleshoot various optical events.

**Reliance on arcane data-collection tools.** Most existing telemetry systems for optical backbone networks rely on SNMP [10], which is not suited for high-frequency data collection. SNMP performs various data-management tasks locally on the optical device. More concretely, it creates and updates a local queryable database (MIB) on the device, and handles controller’s queries. Figure 3 shows SNMP’s data collection workflow. Here, to simplify exposition, we divide the optical device into control and data plane. Here, the control plane consists of SNMP manager and MIBs and the data plane comprises of multiple line cards. The black and red arrows represent the control and data flows respectively. Once the SNMP manager receives an SNMP GET request from the controller, it traverses the table in MIB database [35] one by one to get the function to obtain the data from the line card and then reports the requested data. This process is slow and consumes a significant number of CPU cycles, making it difficult to scale data collection frequency with SNMP.

Figure 4(a) shows how polling delay changes as the number of indicators increases. We observe that the relationship between polling delay and the number of indicators is linear. Our interactions with vendors revealed that this linear relationship is attributable to their choice of serializing read request for multiple indicators, reading only one at a time. This design choice limits SNMP’s CPU usage, which competes with device’s data-plane operations. Such a long polling delay with SNMP inhibits existing telemetry systems to collect fine-grained optical data at higher frequencies.
3 OpTel’s Design and Implementation

We now describe how the proposed system, OpTel, addresses the limitations of existing telemetry systems described above. We first state its design goals in Section § 3.1, and then describe how it achieves these goals in Section § 3.2 and § 3.3.

3.1 Design Goals

OpTel’s goal is to extract multiple indicators from all the devices in the optical backbone at finer time granularities, i.e., order of seconds. Such a dataset is critical for timely detection and diagnosis of various disruptive events in the backbone network. OpTel addresses the limitations of existing telemetry systems to achieve this goal. More concretely, to address the fragmentation issue, it bypasses vendor-specific controllers to collect the telemetry data directly from the optical devices in a vendor-agnostic manner. To address the scalability issues, it streamlines the telemetry pipeline such that it performs all the complex data-management tasks to a centralized controller running in the cloud. Such a design ensures that the data collection pipeline is not bottlenecked by limited compute resources at the individual devices. The centralized controller has access to an elastic pool of resources in the cloud.

3.2 Vendor-agnostic Centralized Control

Figure 5 presents OpTel’s architecture. Here, the centralized controller directly interfaces with the optical devices in a vendor-agnostic manner. We developed a standardized model that abstracts away the vendor-specific details for the controller. We now describe how we develop the vendor-agnostic device model and how it enables collecting data directly from the optical devices.

3.2.1 Standardized Model for Optical Devices

In vendor-free optical systems, the operation performed by different optical devices is similar at a high level, but the specific logic and workflow vary across vendors. Such heterogeneity across devices from different vendors complicates the design of vendor-agnostic interfaces. We develop a standardized model for optical devices that abstracts away the vendor-specific details to address this challenge. It consists of two parts: logic model and data model. Here, the logic model identifies key components common across devices from different vendors and standardizes their workflow. The data model specifies the configurable parameters for each component.

Logic model. The first challenge in developing vendor-agnostic interfaces is that the physical components and their workflow are proprietary to each vendor. To address this challenge, the logic model first identifies a group of logical components that are common across devices from different vendors. It then standardizes the workflow between these components. To illustrate, consider the case of optical transponder units, i.e., OTUs. Figure 6 shows OTU’s logic model. Here, the logic model first identifies four logical components across all vendors: Ethernet, optical data unit (ODU, ODUc), optical transport unit (OTUc), and optical channel (OCH). Recall that an OTU encapsulates and multiplexes multiple router ports onto an optical channel. The ODUc is a high-order data unit after combining the payload data from multiple router ports. The logic model then specifies the configurable parameters for each component.
Data model. The second challenge in enabling vendor-agnostic interfaces is that the capability of physical components inside the device is different across vendors, although their functions are the same. For example, the range of gain of an optical amplifier provided by vendor 1 is 15-25 dB, while it might be 20-30 dB from vendor 2. This heterogeneity complicates managing these devices in a vendor-agnostic manner. We design a component data model with specific descriptions of configurable parameters of each component. When each device connects to the controller, the controller obtains the specification datasheets from the device and initializes the corresponding value of configurable parameters. Such an approach simplifies the management complexity of heterogeneous devices, regardless of the capability of physical components inside the device.

We have developed a model for each device type for our optical backbone network. Our experience using these models in production settings was smooth, demonstrating their generalizability.

3.2.2 Centralized Data Collection

The standardized model allows the centralized controller to access the telemetry data directly, enabling OpTel to shunt away vendor-specific controllers. The centralized controller consists of three key modules: global manager, scalable collector and real-time analytics, to perform detecting and troubleshooting optical events at scale in a timely manner.

Global manager. It consists of two parts: device manager (DevMgr) and topology manager (TopoMgr). The DevMgr is responsible for configuring the underlying optical devices. For each device, it leverages the relevant standardized model to configure devices in a vendor-agnostic manner. It completes this process by issuing a Yang file [7] to the device through the vendor-neutral Netconf protocol [13]. The TopoMgr maintains a physical topology of optical devices to provide a network-wide view of the optical networks and thus helps the real-time analytics to troubleshoot the optical events at scale. To illustrate how TopoMgr aids troubleshooting, consider the case of degradation in a fiber cable. Here, as it is not possible to directly collect the data from the cable, the analytics can instead use the TopoMgr to identify the two terminal devices at each end of the cable. It can then query the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) power data from these devices for troubleshooting.

Scalable collector. This module is a cluster of multiple collector nodes designed to handle changes in the number of indicators, collection frequency, or the number of optical devices over time. With the aid of the cloud’s elastic pool of resources, it can scale horizontally by adding (or removing) collector nodes over time. It relies on a load balancer to distribute the load among individual collectors within the cluster. It is robust against the failure of a particular collector node.

Real-time analytics. It performs the task of promptly detecting and troubleshooting optical events by combining the optical data from the collector and the topology information from the global manager. The workflow of real-time analytics consists of two parts: detection and troubleshooting. To detect degradation or failure events, it monitors the values of optical data in real-time and raises the alarm if the value exceeds a pre-specified threshold. In parallel, it starts the troubleshooting process. Rather than manually troubleshooting the optical event, it leverages the signatures of previous optical events for diagnosis. To illustrate, consider the case when the received optical power becomes zero for a device. The analytics module first raises the alarm with a message, the receiver can not receive the light and then begins troubleshooting. It matches the collected data with previous signatures. If it finds the match, it simply sends to troubleshooting report to the operator. If the collected data does not match a pre-existing signature, it lets operators manually express their queries for troubleshooting. It automatically updates the relevant signatures for future events. Our deployment experience shows that it is possible to troubleshoot most of the optical events using existing signatures.

3.3 Streamlined Telemetry Pipeline

Promptly detecting and troubleshooting optical events requires collecting fine-grained data from the underlying optical devices. The widely used SNMP is flawed in performance because it performs various data-management tasks locally on the resource-constrained optical devices (Figure 3). In contrast, OpTel offloads compute-intense operations from the optical devices to the centralized controllers by push-based telemetry pipeline, enabling to collect the fine-grained optical data at higher frequencies. Figure 7 depicts the architecture of push-based optical telemetry. The telemetry pipeline at optical devices consists of the following key parts: telemetry manager, cache and aggregator in the control unit (CU), and telemetry agents in the line cards. The telemetry manager is responsible for the configurations of other parts, i.e., telemetry agent and aggregator. The telemetry agent reads data from different modules and stores them into the local cache. The
aggregator is responsible for pushing the data in the cache to the centralized controller. In the following, we will describe them in detail.

**Telemetry manager.** The offloading of compute-intense data-management tasks from the optical devices to the controller requires preliminary configurations at the device. The telemetry manager firstly interfaces with the centralized controller to obtain the YANG file [7] and then parses the YANG file to configure the telemetry agent and aggregator. The aggregator is configured to periodically initiate a connection to push the optical data from the local cache to the controller. As for the telemetry agent in the line card, it is configured in three parts: the destination of data (i.e., cache), the source of data (i.e., modules in the line card), and the periodicity that the telemetry agent should push the data.

However, based on the real-world deployment experiences, we observed that configuring the same periodicity for pushing data at the telemetry agent and aggregator may result in the frequent data loss in the controller. This phenomenon is attributable to the different timing mechanisms. Generally, the CU always runs a Linux operating system and enables network time protocol (NTP) [30] to keep timing. However, some line cards are the embedded equipment without running a Linux operating system, resulting in it being unable to keep timing through NTP. Thus, these line cards keep timing through the crystal oscillator. The frequency deviation inside the crystal oscillator will lead to the timing inaccuracies [44]. Therefore, the performance data pushed by the telemetry agent is not strictly periodic. Slower timing will result in the data not being stored in the local cache, which in turn causes data loss in the controller. For example, assume that the controller needs to collect the data from the device at the one-second granularity. The telemetry manager configures the telemetry agent and aggregator to push the data every one second. However, the frequency deviation inside the crystal oscillator may result in the timing in the line card slower than that in the CU. It will take more than one second for the telemetry agent to push the data to the local cache. Therefore, the aggregator will push the empty data to the controller. Motivated by this, we always configure the data pushed in the telemetry agent at a higher frequency.

**Telemetry agent.** Once configured, the telemetry agent periodically performs the card-level data collection through the vendor-specific protocols and pushes the data to the local cache. Specifically, the values of data are generated in two ways: instant value and accumulated value.

**Instant Value.** It is a sampled data in a given time interval. The receiver captures the physical analog signal and then translates it into the digital value, which is further stored in the RAM. Figure 8(a) describes the process of generating instant value of the received signal in the physical layer. The PIN photodiode first captures the light signal and transforms it into the analog current. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is applied to convert the analog current into a digital value of voltage which is further stored in the RAM. The telemetry agent periodically reads RAM to collect the data through the vendor-specific protocol. Note that the value in RAM will be replaced frequently, thus enables the data to be collected at higher frequencies. In our work, the instant value records the performance in the physical layer. We use transmit/receive (Tx/Rx) power to detect optical events, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and quality factor (Q-factor) to check the ability of the optical system to transmit data (Figure 9(a) and 9(b)).

**Accumulated Value.** It is a counting value accumulated across the whole timeline. The digital signal processor (DSP) processes the received digital signal and counts in a certain way. Figure 8(b) describes the process of generating the accumulated value of the CRC error. The register counts the volume of CRC errors in the whole time interval. The telemetry agent periodically reads the register to collect the value. After that, the register will be reset to its initial value. The accumulated value records the performance in the data link and network layer, such as CRC error and post forward error correction (FEC). We use them to differentiate optical events according to the influence of optical events in the data link and network layer (Figure 9(c),9(d)).

**Cache.** The local cache serves as data storage that stores the performance data received from the telemetry agent and then bundles data at the device level. It is compatible with the performance data pushed by the different agents at different frequencies. Generally, the data for a single indicator stored in the telemetry cache is more fine-grained since the frequency of the telemetry agent pushing the data is higher than that of the aggregator reading the data. The data in the local cache will be cleaned after being read.

**Aggregator.** The aggregator periodically initiates a connection to get the bulked data from the local cache. Since the data provided by the cache is more fine-grained, the aggregator should merge the data to get representative statistics and push them to the controller through the gRPC protocol [1].

### 4 Evaluation

OpTel has been running in Tencent’s backbone network for the past six months, demonstrating its deployability in production settings. In this section, we show how the proposed streamlined telemetry pipeline enables collecting all possible indicators from all the optical devices in the network at the
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one-second frequency (Section 4.2). We then show how such fine-grained data enables the detection of ephemeral optical events (Section 4.3). We investigate how ephemeral events help predict more disruptive future events, illustrating the utility of such a fine-grained telemetry system (Section 4.4). We also demonstrate how such fine-grained data enables troubleshooting optical events in the order of few seconds, which is orders of magnitude faster than possible with the existing telemetry systems (Section 4.5).

4.1 Setup

4.1.1 Dataset

We use OpTel to curate three datasets. Here, we collect the data for six months (July-December, 2020) from Tencent’s optical backbone network. This backbone has $O(50)$ links, $O(100)$ spans, $O(100)$ segments, $O(1000)$ optical channels, and $O(1000)$ optical devices from $O(10)$ vendors. For confidentiality reasons, we do not report the exact numbers.

**Optical telemetry dataset.** We curate this dataset by collecting all indicators from all the optical devices at one-second granularity using OpTel. We collect the Tx/Rx power levels, SNR, and Q-factor from the physical layer. From the data link layer, we collect the Post Forward Error Correction Bit Error Rate (FEC BER) [31], loss and error frame rate (i.e., the ratio of the number of Rx vs. Tx frames and Error vs. Rx frames). We also collect cyclic redundancy check (CRC) error rate [40] from the network layer. Here, the physical layer indicators are “instant” values, and the rest are the “accumulated” values (§ 3.3). Also, note that since the OTU encapsulates and multiplexes payload from router ports, we collect the data link and network layer indicators directly from the OTU (§ 3.2.1). However, it is not efficient to only focus on the Tx/Rx power in OTU or BA/PA to troubleshoot optical events. For example, if there are several spans and LAs in a segment, and the Rx power of PA becomes 0 while the Tx power of BA does not change, we cannot distinguish which span is responsible for the event. Thus, we combine the Tx/Rx power of OSC for span-level monitoring. The detailed origins of telemetry data are shown in Figure 17 in appendix A.

**Location dataset.** We use OpTel’s TopoMgr to curate this dataset. It maintains a topology of the devices to provide a network-wide view to establish a relationship between different devices. Such relationships are critical for troubleshooting as indicators from a single device are often not enough to diagnose various optical events. For example, diagnosing degradation events in fiber cables requires data from both ends of the fiber cable.

**Trouble tickets dataset.** We collect this data from the network management platform at Tencent. We first filter out the events related to the optical networks (see appendix B for details) and then categorize these optical events into a small number of classes, i.e., fiber cable, hardware, and power events. Each ticket contains a timestamp recording the event’s start time with detailed messages and a corresponding timestamp recording the localization of the event, i.e., event name (e.g., optical fiber jitter, amplifier instability, etc.). Note, troubleshooting optical events requires much manual effort in existing telemetry systems. We use this data to learn signatures of different optical events and show the time efficiency of OpTel on troubleshooting optical events by comparing it with the existing telemetry system.

4.1.2 Optical Events

We now present how we categorize optical events on the basis of their impact (degradation vs. interruption events) and duration (ephemeral vs. persistent events).

**Interruption vs. Degradation events.** To categorize optical events on the basis of their impact, we investigate the relationship between indicators at the physical, data link, and network layer (see Figure 9). Specifically, we take an optical transport system as an example, and fix the Tx power and iteratively adjust the transmission loss of optical fiber to simulate the degradation/failure event. Figure 9(a) shows a linear relationship between the transmission loss and values of Rx power in OTU based on the formula

\[
\text{Rx power (dBm)} = \text{Tx power (dBm)} - \text{transmission loss (dB)}
\]

We observe similar trends in PA (not shown for brevity). After establishing the relationship between transmission loss and Rx power, we study how degradation in the power level at the receiver affects SNR and Q-factor at the physical layer (Figure 9(b)); FEC BER, loss frame and error frame rate at the data link layer (Figure 9(c)); and the CRC at the network layer (Figure 9(d)).

For higher Rx power levels (i.e., around -9 dBm), the values of SNR and Q-factor are high with SNR=31 dB and Q-factor=9 dB. The SNR and Q-factor indicate the ability of the...
system to transmit data. Higher values for these physical layer indicators implies higher possibility of correctly decoding the transmitted ‘1’ s and ‘0’ s signal, and vice versa [18]. As Rx power decreases, SNR and Q-factor decrease linearly. But the values of data link and network layer indicators do not change as Rx power level above a specific threshold guarantees correct decoding of the transmitted signals. When the Rx power is below the threshold (i.e., -19 dBm), the Q-factor and SNR are below the sensitivity of transceiver and thus, it reports 0 to represent the abnormal state of optical system. For links with low SNR and Q-factor, the post-FEC BER increases because the number of error bits exceeds its error correction capability. Consequently, the receiver cannot restore the transmitted data, resulting in nearly 100% of frame loss and error in the data link layer (Figure 9(c)) and packet loss due to CRC error in the network layer (Figure 9(d)).

Given these observations, we divide optical events into two broad categories on the basis of their impact: degradation and interruption. Generally, there is a conservative deployment of the optical transport system, with redundancy baked in at the Rx power. The degradation event occurs when the optical system transitions to an abnormal state, evident from smaller values for physical layer indicators Tx/Rx power level, Q-factor, SNR, etc. However, here such anomalies do not affect the data transmission at the data link or network layer. In contrast, the interruption events are where further degradation in the physical layer starts affecting data transmission. Note that fluctuations in Rx/Tx power levels are common in production networks. We treat any fluctuation within the 1 dB range as normal.

Ephemeral vs. Persistent events. Optical events not only vary in terms of impact but also in duration. Figure 10 shows the duration of optical events (both interruption and degradation). We observe that the event duration exhibits long-tail behavior. Interestingly, we observe that 20% of events only last for one second and more than 50% of them last for less than ten seconds, indicating the prevalence of such transient optical events in the optical backbone. These observations demonstrate the utility of OpTel’s ability to detect such short-lived events that go unnoticed with the existing telemetry systems. Given these observations, we divide optical events into two categories based on their duration. We call all the optical events that last less than ten seconds as ephemeral events and the rest as persistent events.

Overall, we consider four different types of optical events based on the combination of their impact and duration:

ten second raises SNMP-based pipeline’s CPU usage from 34% to 96%. Such high CPU usage highlights SNMP’s struggles to handle polling requests at such high frequencies. In contrast, OpTel’s CPU usage only increases by 6% from 19% to 25%, demonstrating its efficacy. As shown in Figure 3, the polling-based SNMP consumes a significant number of CPU cycles to collect data, including receiving the request from the controller, traversing the MIB database [35], and then requesting data from the line cards. The reduction in the CPU usage of OpTel is attributable to the offloading of compute-intensive data-management tasks from the optical devices to the controller. As shown in Figure 7,
once configured, the device only needs to periodically initiate a connection to push the data to the controller. This process does not introduce much CPU overhead on the device.

Figure 11(b) shows that CPU usage increases with the number of indicators, but the rate of change for SNMP-based pipeline is greater than OpTel’s. Specifically, the CPU usage is 16% if we collected 25% of total indicators with an SNMP-based pipeline. However, the CPU usage increases to 34% if all indicators are collected. In contrast, the CPU usage is only 19% for OpTel. Recall that vendors limit SNMP’s CPU usage at the cost of longer polling delays. Figure 4(a) depicts that it takes tens of seconds to complete a polling period. The high polling frequency results in a new polling request starting before the previous polling request has ended. There will be a lot of concurrent polling requests, resulting in high CPU usage. The current design choice of SNMP is not scalable to collect a large number of indicators at higher frequencies. In contrast, OpTel streamlines the telemetry pipeline by offloading resource-intense operations to the cloud. Therefore, OpTel maintains low CPU usage at the device with the increasing collection frequencies and indicators.

4.3 Detecting Optical Events with OpTel

Detecting optical events is essential for troubleshooting the related network disruptions to various stakeholders. We evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of OpTel on detecting optical events by comparing with existing telemetry systems.

**High Efficiency.** We firstly study the efficiency of OpTel on detecting optical events by comparing with different collection frequencies, i.e., time intervals varying orders of minutes (1min, 3min, 5min, and 15min) and seconds (1s, 15s, and 30s). Previous works only took advantage of minute-level data to study operational optical networks [8, 18, 39, 52]. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work uses second-level data to detect optical events in operational optical networks. We introduce them in experiments to further demonstrate the relationship between the number of detected events and collection frequency. Specifically, we take the data collected at the one-second granularity as the ground truth and simulate the detection of events with different collection frequencies.

Figure 12 demonstrates that OpTel achieves high efficiency on detecting optical events. For confidentiality, we do not report the detailed number of events. As the figure shows, the total number of detected events decreases when the collection frequency decreases. Specifically, OpTel outperforms the collection frequencies with 15 seconds, 1 minute, and 15 minutes by 25%, 39%, and 71%, respectively. This phenomenon proves the efficiency of OpTel to detect them. Another observation is that the collection frequencies lower than 15 seconds can not detect ephemeral optical events, and the number of persistent events (i.e., P-I and P-D) decreases when the collection frequency decreases. OpTel takes advantage of the one-second granularity data to exactly detect these ephemeral events. Surprisingly, we observe that the number of persistent events detected with the 15-second granularity data is more than that with the 1-second granularity data. This phenomenon implies that the majority of ephemeral events are wrongly identified as persistent events, i.e., E-I and P-I are wrongly identified as E-D and P-D, respectively. In other words, a portion of persistent events detected with the coarse-grained data are not actually persistent. This motivates us to learn the accuracy of detecting optical events by OpTel.

**Full Accuracy.** We then study the accuracy of OpTel on detecting optical events by comparing with existing telemetry systems. We take the existing system with 15-minute granularity data as an example since it is widely studied for optical layer in previous works [8, 18, 39, 52]. Similarly, we regard the one-second granularity data as the ground truth and simulate the detection of optical events. The results are shown in Table 2. For confidentiality, the number of events is normalized by the total number of optical events detected with the 1-second granularity data. Each row represents the events detected by OpTel, while each column represents the events detected by the existing telemetry system with 15-minute granularity data. We observe that the existing system can only correctly detect 35.72% of optical events (shown in **Bold**), while 41.40% of optical events are not detected (**UND** column) and 22.88% of optical events are wrongly detected (shown in **underlined**). Specifically, for P-D events, only less than 50% of P-D events can be accurately identified by the existing telemetry system while the rest can not be detected. As for ephemeral events, they are either identified as persistent events or not detected by the existing telemetry system. As for E-D, 22.36% of E-D events can not be detected, occupying about two thirds of total E-D events. It can be caused by several reasons. For example, if there are several E-D events in one 15-minute

![Figure 12: The percentage of events detected with the decrease of collection frequencies (y axes is normalized by total events detected with one-second granularity data).](image_url)

Table 2: The comparison of detected optical events with OpTel and the existing telemetry system. **UND** means undetected optical events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OpTel (1 second)</th>
<th>Existing system (15 minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-I</td>
<td>P-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.80%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.19%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.80%</td>
<td>13.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
time interval, only one E-D event will be identified as a P-D event, and the rest cannot be identified. In general, our OpTel with 1-second granularity data accurately detects all optical events, especially for ephemeral events.

### 4.4 Predicting Future Optical Events

We evaluate the possibility of predicting future events based on the current event within a short time by OpTel. Figure 13(a) depicts the CDF of length of inter-events. A surprising observation is that 20% of inter-event lengths are only one second. This phenomenon suggests that these events occur in bursts and demonstrates the utility of the optical telemetry system on collecting data at the one-second granularity. Another observation is that 50% of inter-event lengths are less than 1000 seconds, suggesting a high probability of an optical event within about 15 minutes after the current event.

We focus on predicting persistent events as they represent a more prolonged impairment or loss in network capacity and are more predictable. Taking the P-I event as an example, we first compute the probability of a persistent interruption event within a window of time and call it \( p(P-I) \). For \( x \in \{P-I, E-I, P-D, E-D\} \), \( p(P-I \text{ given } x) \) indicates the probability of observing a P-I event given a prior \( x \) event within the same window. Fig 13(b) and 13(c) depict the average probabilities across all spans as a function of window size, from 5 seconds to 1 hour. In contrast to the previous work [17], our works focus on taking advantage of one-second granularity data and the ephemeral events to achieve the short-term predictions.

As expected, \( p(P-D) \) and \( p(P-I) \) increase as window size increases; the larger the window of time, the higher possibility of a persistent event occurs within that window. For a window of 1 hour, the probability of a persistent event occurrence is less than 1%. This suggests a low probability of having a persistent event in the 1-hour window. However, there is a significant jump in the probability if there has been another event in the past, e.g., E-D, E-I, and P-D. For example, for a window of 1 hour, the probability of persistent event occurrence increases to about 50% if there has been an E-D event within that window. Meanwhile, we observe that the events have a strong relation in a short time window. For example, for a window of 5 seconds in Figure 13(b), the probability of P-I occurrence increases to about 20% if there has been an E-D event within that window, while for a window of 1 minute, the probability increases to 40%. This indicates that the E-D event is strongly related to the future P-I event. As for the prediction of P-D events in Figure 13(c), the probability of P-D occurrence increases to 30% if there has been an ephemeral event (i.e., E-D and E-I) within 30 seconds, and the possibility does not increase much with a larger window of time. This suggests that the P-D event always happens after the ephemeral event within 30 seconds. Another observation is that the past P-I event is less predictive of the future persistent events, indicating that the P-I events are memoryless.

OpTel demonstrates a high possibility for predicting future events at the second-level granularity. Thus, network operators could take the fine-grained IP layer network management. First, network operators should monitor the ephemeral and degradation events and raise alarms when they occur. Then, appropriate actions should be taken since the failure probability of IP layer link will increase. For example, they could improve traffic engineering so that important traffic should be dispatched away from the corresponding link.

### 4.5 Troubleshooting Events with OpTel

#### Characterizing failure signals.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of OpTel on unveiling the signatures of optical events, and thus we could quickly troubleshoot the optical events based on the observed signatures. We use the Tx/Rx power as the primary method to unveil the signatures of optical events since it is the key indicator of optical-layer performance [53]. For some optical events such as fiber events, we learn the signatures based on the network operator’s experience (Figure 14). However, for some optical events such as hardware failures, we should traverse the trouble tickets dataset to learn the signatures. To locate optical events accurately, we take advantage of the centralized controller to conduct inter-device analysis by combining the Tx/Rx power from three sources, i.e., OSC, OTU, and BA/PA. For confidentiality, we do not show all signatures of optical events and take an example for each category of the events.

(a) **Fiber cable: optical fiber jitter before interruption** (Figure 13(b)). We firstly unveil the most frequent optical events, i.e., fiber cable events. As shown in Figure 14, on the one hand, we observe that the Tx powers of BA and OSC...
remain unchanged during the timeline. However, the Rx powers at both PA and OSC is down to -60 dBm after 12:00:10 (The receiver records a predefined minimum value when the received power is below its sensitivity.). On the other hand, the timestamp of Rx power changes in OSC and PA is consistent with several ephemeral degradation events at 11:59:59 and 12:00:02 before the interruption. Thus, we can localize the optical event as an optical fiber event since the sources of the light work well and the probability of two receivers at PA and OSC having problems at the same time is relatively low.

**b) Hardware: amplifier instability.** We then unveil one example of hardware failures, i.e., amplifier failure. Since the curve is quite similar, we only select a 1-minute time interval, as shown in Figure 15. We observe that the Rx power of PA changes periodically with about a 3 dB drop at 7:20:07, 7:20:32, and 7:20:53, while the indicators of the rest remain unchanged. The stable Tx/Rx values of OSC indicate a normal state of fiber cable, while the stable Tx values of BA indicate that BA works well. Thus, we can localize the optical event as the instability of PA, i.e., amplifier failure.

**c) Power: power outage at site of LA.** We unveil one example of power events, i.e., the power outage at the site of the in line amplifier (LA). In a long-haul transmission system, there is a relay site containing LA that amplifies the signal to deal with long-haul transmission loss. Figure 18 in Appendix C depicts the detailed origins of Tx/Rx power in Figure 16. In Figure 16(a), We observe that the Tx power of OSC can not be collected after 03:32:31 while the Tx power of BA remains almost unchanged. Surprisingly, the Rx power values of both OSC and PA become -60 dBm after 03:32:32. Thus, we locate the power outage event at LA in the site, and the delay of Rx power is mainly due to energy storage of components in the device, such as capacitance and inductance [12]. The similar results in Figure 16(b) further prove this phenomenon. Thus, we localize the optical event as a power outage at site of LA.

These signatures of optical events present the necessity of indicators to be collected at the second-level granularity which can not be demonstrated in the existing telemetry system. OpTel unveils the signatures of optical events, which presents the superiority of optical telemetry to collect data at the one-second granularity (§ 3.3) and a centralized controller (§ 3.2) to conduct inter-device analysis in real time.

We finally evaluate the time efficiency on troubleshooting optical events by comparing OpTel with the existing telemetry system. For the existing system, it takes much manual effort to troubleshoot the optical events, and we calculate the total time of troubleshooting the optical events based on timestamps recorded in the trouble tickets dataset. As for OpTel, based on signatures learned before, OpTel conducts inter-device analysis in a centralized controller to detect and troubleshoot optical events in a timely manner. Table 3 presents the comparison of the total time of troubleshooting optical events between OpTel and the existing telemetry system across all event categories. We do not report events that have not happened in the studied dataset. There are several observations. Firstly, 89.7% of optical events (i.e., P-D, P-I, E-D, and E-I) are caused by fiber cable, including fiber cut, fiber jitter, and fiber bent/degradation. The existing telemetry system takes about 5min ~10min to troubleshoot a fiber cut event. However, it can not troubleshoot the optical events caused by fiber jitter or degradation. In contrast, OpTel only takes several seconds to troubleshoot all the events related to the fiber cable. Secondly, 7.8% of optical events are caused by hardware, and it takes quite a long time, i.e., hours ~days and much manual effort to troubleshoot them. Some hardware events, such as amplifier instability (Figure 15) can not be troubleshooted in the existing telemetry system. In contrast, OpTel only takes about 2s ~60s to troubleshoot all the events related to hardware, reducing the time by as much as two to four orders of magnitude. The total time of troubleshooting events by OpTel is related to the time length of the signature. For example, OpTel takes 2s to troubleshoot amplifier malfunction and 60s to troubleshoot amplifier instability since we need to take about 60s to get the value change patterns of Rx power in PA to troubleshoot the optical event (Figure 15). As for the power events, OpTel is efficient to troubleshoot these events within a minute. In summary, OpTel takes advantage of the one-second granularity data to learn the signatures of the optical events and thus troubleshoots optical events at scale in a timely manner.

### 5 Related Work

**Network streaming telemetry.** Previous works have extensively studied the design of network streaming telemetry systems. End-host-based network streaming telemetry systems [4, 16, 32, 41] performed flow-level tracking but had to deal with a limited view of the network. Switch-based network
telemetry systems usually offered a coarse-grained view of the network, collecting aggregated or sampled data from the network [36, 43, 48]. Systems supporting packet-level analytics offered limited flexibility as they only supported a limited set of analytics queries [28, 33, 50, 51]. More recently, hybrid telemetry systems [19, 22, 42] struck a balance between flexibility and scale, supporting dataflow operators over packet fields at scale. Though these works enabled packet-level or flow-level network streaming analytics, they were not suited for ingesting physical, data link, and network link layer data to diagnose optical events. Previous works [34, 37] did propose a telemetry system explicitly designed for optical networks. However, they evaluated the proposed artifacts in lab environments, making it difficult to assess their performance in production settings. In contrast, OpTel demonstrates the feasibility to collect fine-grained optical telemetry data at higher frequencies (i.e., one-second granularity) by running in production at Tencent’s optical backbone network for six months.

**Optical layer control.** Several works have studied the control interface of optical networks. Cox [11] proposed an ultimate goal of controlling the open optical line system (i.e., vendor-free optical system) in Microsoft’s optical backbone by a unified SDN controller and discussed some issues surrounding the effort. Filer et al. [15] expressed a long-term goal of unifying the control plane and pointed out the challenges in properly controlling the plurality of optical source and line system options. They recognized Yang model [7] and SNMP [10] as potential starting points for a standard data model and control interface. In contrast to previous works which only provided the preliminary idea, we demonstrate the feasibility of a centralized control of vendor-free optical networks by designing a standardized model for devices that abstracts away the vendor-specific details.

**Optical layer characterization.** Previous work [9, 14, 46, 47] characterized the dispersion (e.g., polarization mode dispersion, chromatic dispersion) of the deployed fiber cable. Our work complements these efforts by investigating similar phenomena (and more) for a much larger deployment. Ghobadi et al. [17] reported a three-month study of Q-factor data from Microsoft’s optical backbone and evaluated whether fiber segments can support higher-order modulations to increase network bandwidth. The following work RADWAN [39] provided a traffic engineering system that dynamically adapted link rates according to the SNR to enhance network throughput and availability. These works took advantage of one coarsely sampled indicator. In contrast, our work benefits from the fine-grained data and a centralized controller to support inter-device analysis to detect and troubleshoot optical events. We leave correlations of IP layer performance and optical events to future work.

**Diagnosis optical events.** Ghobadi et al. [18] studied Q-factor data from Microsoft’s optical backbone network and observed that network outages could be predicted based on the values drops in optical signal quality. RAIL [53] regarded RxPower as a key indicator of optical layer performance and found that instances of low Rx power could cause packet corruption. CorrOpt [52] used an optical layer monitor with Tx and Rx power to help determine the root cause of packet corruption in DCNs. These previous works adopted SNMP optical MIB [35] to poll optical performance indicators spanning from 5 minutes to 15 minutes. As a result, their works were slow in detecting persistent events and not capable of detecting ephemeral events. In contrast, OpTel is an optical telemetry system that supports one-second granularity optical data collection. Meanwhile, based on the signature learned from such fine-grained data, OpTel is able to detect and troubleshoot optical events in a timely manner.

### 6 Conclusion

This paper presents OpTel, an optical telemetry system that uses a centralized vendor-agnostic controller to collect optical data in a streaming fashion. More specifically, it offers flexible vendor-agnostic interfaces between the devices and the controller and offloads data-management tasks from the devices to the controller. As a result, OpTel enables the collection of fine-grained optical telemetry data at the one-second granularity. It has been running in Tencent’s optical backbone network for the past six months. Compared to existing telemetry systems, OpTel accurately detects 2× more optical events, half of which are ephemeral events. OpTel also enables troubleshooting of these optical events in a few seconds, which is orders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art.

*This work does not raise any ethical issues.*
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**A The origins of telemetry data collected from optical device**

![Figure 17: The origins of telemetry data collected from optical device](image)

**B Filtering out the network events from trouble tickets dataset related to optical events**

Since the tickets in trouble ticket dataset describe whole network events, each ticket contains a timestamp that records the start time of the network event and the detailed alarm message and corresponding a timestamp recording the end time of the event with the causes of the failures. After manually reviewing a number of tickets, we observed that most optical events
had been saliently described in the trouble tickets. Filtering out and grouping these tickets requires a lot of effort. We design a two-layer filtration. Specifically, in the first layer, we filter out the trouble tickets related to the optical backbone network by matching keywords, phrases, and regular expressions to get a set of optical trouble tickets. In the second layer, by manually reviewing the optical trouble tickets, we observe that the optical events can be categorized into a small number of classes, i.e., fiber cable, hardware and power event. We classify these tickets based on matching keywords or phrases. In some instances, there may be multiple tickets pertaining to the same failure event. Grouping these multiple tickets into a single event requires some piece of information to be repeated in each ticket.

C Data collection point of power event.

Figure 18: Schematic diagram of data collection

The performance data shown in 16(a) is collected from the top part of Figure 18, and the performance data shown in 16(b) is collected from the bottom part of Figure 18. Note, the LAs in the site share the electrical power sources.